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Abstract We present a new stochastic ﬁlter technique for statistically rigorous separation of gravity
signals and correlated “stripe” noises in a series of monthly gravitational spherical harmonic coeﬃcients
(SHCs) produced by the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite mission. Unlike the
standard destriping process that removes the stripe contamination empirically, the stochastic approach
simultaneously estimates gravity signals and correlated noises relying on covariance information that
reﬂects both the spatial spectral features and temporal correlations among them. A major beneﬁt of
the technique is that by estimating the stripe noise in a Bayesian framework, we are able to propagate
statistically rigorous covariances for the destriped GRACE SHCs, i.e. incorporating the impact of the
destriping on the SHC uncertainties. The Bayesian approach yields a natural resolution for the gravity signal
that reﬂects the correlated stripe noise, and thus achieve a kind of spatial smoothing in and of itself. No
spatial Gaussian smoothing is formally required although it might be useful for some circumstances. Using
the stochastic ﬁlter, we process a decade-length series of GRACEmonthly gravity solutions, and compare the
results with GRACE Tellus data products that are processed using the “standard” destriping procedure. The
results show that the stochastic ﬁlter is able to remove the correlated stripe noise to a remarkable degree
even without an explicit smoothing step. The estimates from the stochastic ﬁlter for each destriped GRACE
ﬁeld are suitable for Bayesian integration of GRACE with other geodetic measurements and models, and the
statistically rigorous estimation of the time-varying rates and seasonal cycles in GRACE time series.
1. Introduction
Monthly gravitational ﬁeld solutions produced by the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE)mis-
sion [Tapley et al., 2004] have been used to infer mass changes on and below the surface of Earth, such as
climate-driven water transport on land [Chen et al., 2010; Landerer and Swenson, 2012;Wang et al., 2013] and
in the oceans [Boening et al., 2011; Chambers and Schröter, 2011], ice mass balance of the cryosphere [Jacob
etal., 2012; Shepherdetal., 2012;HarigandSimons, 2015], glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) [Paulsonetal., 2007;
Tamisiea et al., 2007; Hill et al., 2010] and crustal deformation due to great earthquakes [Han et al., 2006; Heki
andMatsuo, 2010;Wang et al., 2012a, 2012b, 2012c].
The GRACE analysis centers provide monthly gravitational ﬁeld solutions as spherical harmonic (Stokes)
coeﬃcients (SHCs), complete to a certain degree and order. Due to systematic instrument errors and
imperfections in the background models (which remove the eﬀects of solid earth tides, ocean tides,
non-tidal atmosphere, oceanic variability, etc.), the GRACE-derived gravitational ﬁeld SHCs, especially the
short-wavelength (high-degree) Stokes coeﬃcients, are contaminatedbynoise. Someof these errorsmanifest
themselves as north-south elongated linear features (known as “stripes”) in the monthly global gravity maps.
Many studies have therefore aimed at extracting “clean” geophysical signals from these raw GRACE SHCs.
A degree-dependent isotropic Gaussian smoother [Jekeli, 1981; Wahr et al., 1998] can eﬀectively reduce the
dominant short-wavelength errors, and has thus become a routine procedure in GRACE data post-processing.
However, geophysical signals become apparent only if the smoothing radius of the Gaussian ﬁlter is large
enough to smear out the stripe noise. Consequently, surface mass variations can be estimated only with a
spatial resolution of several hundred km or even larger. The large smoothing radius prevents GRACE from
resolving shorter-wavelength features in geophysical signals. In order to obtain better spatial resolution in
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latitude, Han et al. [2005] constructed an order-dependent non-isotropic ﬁlter which yields an averaging
function with an east-west elongated Gaussian proﬁle. Schrama et al. [2007] developed an EOF (empirical
orthogonal functions) approximation technique for the representation of signal and assessment of noise in
the monthly GRACE solutions. Davis et al. [2008] designed a statistical ﬁltering approach that uses a parame-
terized model describing the temporal evolution of the GRACE coeﬃcients. Zhang et al. [2009] developed a
low-pass non-isotropic ﬁlter to suppress noises in monthly GRACE gravity ﬁeld.
Generally, two categories ofGRACEprocessing approaches are commonly used inGRACE community. Theﬁrst
uses mascons, in which mass concentrations on Earth’s surface are estimated directly from the intersatellite
range-rate or acceleration [Rowlands et al., 2010; Sabaka et al., 2010; Luthcke et al., 2013;Watkins et al., 2015].
Regularizations can be applied directly in both spatial and temporal domains to stabilize the solution and
suppress correlated stripe noise [Rowlands et al., 2010], and hence no destriping is required.
The second approach uses the SHCs produced by GRACE data centers, and a destriping algorithm must
be used. Swenson and Wahr [2006] (hereafter SW) demonstrated that the stripe noise are associated with
correlations amongerrors in Stokes coeﬃcients of evenoroddparity at highorders. Theyempirically designed
amovingwindowﬁlter to reduce these correlations. [Certain technical details of the SWmethod can be found
inDuanet al., 2009.] Gaussian smoothing is required as an additional step, in order to diminish the inﬂuence of
errors which are not removed by the moving window ﬁlter. This procedure successfully suppresses the stripe
features in themap of GRACE-derivedmonthly surfacemass anomalies and thus allows for a smaller Gaussian
smoothing radius. Based on this basic idea, later studies [Chambers, 2006; Chen et al., 2007; Duan et al., 2009]
built their own ﬁlters to study diﬀerent geophysical phenomena.
Taking the GRACE Level-2 monthly Stokes coeﬃcients as observations, regularization techniques have been
introduced to improve the signal-to-noise ratioof thegravity estimates. For example,Kusche [2007] designeda
non-isotropic smoothing kernel by using a prior signal covariance and approximate error covariance; Swenson
and Wahr [2011] derived regularized solution by using the covariance matrix of the unconstrained GRACE
solution. These regularization techniques successfully suppress the stripe noise without directly estimating
the errors themselves.
Although the class of SW destriping/smoothing methods successfully reduce the appearance of stripe
artifacts in GRACE solutions, no statistical information on the stripe noise per se is utilized in the procedure
to discriminate signal from noise. It is therefore not possible to obtain statistically rigorous error estimates for
the destriped GRACE SHCs using these techniques. This issue poses challenges for use of GRACE in stochastic
models that estimate climate-related parameters [e.g., Hill et al., 2010], since stochastic modeling approaches
depend crucially on understanding the various signals and errors contained within the dynamic system, and
the SW class of destriping methods do not preserve the necessary statistical information. In this study, there-
fore, we introduce a stochastic ﬁlter technique for statistically rigorous separation of geophysical signals and
correlated “stripe” contamination in a series of GRACE monthly SHC estimates. The key to this procedure is
to design covariance matrices for geophysical signals and the correlated error that reﬂect not only the spa-
tial spectral features but also the temporal correlations among them. The realization of destriping purely
relies on these statistical characterizations. A major beneﬁt of the technique is that, with statistical informa-
tion preserved, we are able to estimate the impact of the destriping on the SHC uncertainties. This approach
would therefore be an appropriate “front end” for the statistically rigorous and self-consistent modeling of
time-varying seasonal and longer-term signals, and statistical techniques recently developed to combine
GRACE and other data for simultaneous estimation of GIA and present-day melting signals [Hill et al., 2011].
The stochastic ﬁlter presented in this study is developedwithin a Bayesian framework that includes unknown
“stripe” noise. It diﬀers from themascon solutions in that it processes the GRACE Level-2 SHCs solution rather
than the Level-1 products such as the inter-satellite tracking data. Meanwhile, our method diﬀers from the
regularization methods [Kusche, 2007; Swenson andWahr, 2011] in that it explicitly models and estimates the
stripe noise in a Bayesian sense, and incorporates the temporal correlation in the estimation.
In this paper, we ﬁrst present a theoretical description of the ﬁlter that includes the state vector, observation
model, anddynamical (stochastic)model for the error and signal.We thendescribe the state covariancematri-
ces that constrain the ﬁlter. Finally, we use the ﬁlter with the GRACE time series to assess its capabilities for
destriping and signal estimation by comparison to analyses of GRACE data by the more traditional methods.
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2. Description of the Stochastic Filter
We assume that the GRACE-derived SHCs at epoch t consist of the sum of the true gravity signal (which we
will refer to as the “geophysical signal”), correlated stripe noise, and a zero-mean Gaussian-noise error:
yl,m(t) = gl,m(t) + 𝜉l,m(t) + vl,m(t) (1)
where yl,m denotes theGRACE SHC for degree l andorderm, gl,m is the time-varying geophysical signal relative
to a static gravitational ﬁeld, 𝜉l,m is the correlated stripe noise and vl,m is the Gaussian noise. Equation (1) is the
observation equation for the stochastic ﬁlter, and can be written in matrix form as
Yt = At ⋅ Xt + Vt =
[
I I
] [ Xgt
X𝜉t
]
+ Vt (2)
where Yt is the observation vector of epoch t, Xt is the time-variable state (parameter) vector,At is the design
matrix, and Vt is the vector of zero-mean Gaussian noise with covariance Rt . The superscripts g and 𝜉 refer
respectively to the geophysical signal and stripe noise, which together comprise the model state at epoch
t. If the SHC data set consists of spherical harmonic degrees 2 to 60, then there are in total 7434 unknown
parameters in the state Xt , and the design matrix At is a sparse matrix of dimension 3717 × 7434.
To incorporate temporal variability, wewill assume a simple linear system such that the state vector evolves as
Xt = Ht ⋅ Xt−1 +Wt (3)
whereHt is the state transitionmatrix, andWt is (stochastic) process noise. This model for temporal evolution
is eﬀectively similar to others in which the temporal evolution of the geophysical signal is constrained [e.g.,
Kurtenbach et al., 2009; Rowlands et al., 2010; Sabaka et al., 2010; Luthcke et al., 2013; Watkins et al., 2015]. In
the current implementation of the ﬁlter we assume that the geophysical part of the state evolves as a random
walk, and that the stripe noise is uncorrelated frommonth to month, so that
Ht =
[
I 0
0 0
]
(4)
The process noise Wt , like the state vector, describes both the variability of the geophysical signal and the
stripe noise:
Wt =
[
Wgt
W𝜉t
]
(5)
We assume thatWt is zero mean with covariance matrixQt having structure
Qt =
[
Qgt 0
0 Q𝜉t
]
(6)
That is, we assume that the stripe noise is uncorrelated with the temporal changes of the geophysical signal.
Under the assumptions we have made, we could in principle use a Kalman ﬁlter (including smoother) formu-
lation to estimate the time-dependent state vector. One obvious challenge lies in the deﬁnition of the design
matrix At in equation (2). A
T
t R
−1
t At is in fact singular, a condition that leads to non-unique solutions for the
state vector and an inability to separate the geophysical signal from the stripe noise. The impacts of this sin-
gularity can be avoided, however, by using information on the structure of expected correlations among the
diﬀerent parameters of the system that have quite diﬀerent temporal evolutions. Thus, the structures of the
covariance matrices Rt andQt have particular importance in our ﬁlter.
3. Stochastic Models and Covariance Matrices
We use a standard Kalman smoother formalism [e.g., Ravishanker and Dey, 2002] to estimate simultaneously
the time-dependent geophysical and stripe signals. In any stochastic ﬁlter, the covariance matrices represent
information that the ﬁlter uses to process the input signals and to estimate the time variable state. An appro-
priate choice for the covariance matrix removes many degrees of freedom from the problem. In this section,
we describe the models and structure of the covariance matrices used in the current implementation of the
stochastic ﬁlter.
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3.1. Stochastic Stripe Model: Q𝝃
t
SwensonandWahr [2006] found that the stripe noise is associatedwith the correlations among errors in SHCs.
Their fundamental assumption is that SHC errors of diﬀerent SH orders are uncorrelated, while correlations
exist among the SHC errors of a given order that have degrees of equal parity (that is either even or odd).
Speciﬁcally, at each epoch we can divide the SHCs of given orderm into two sequences, Ξevenm and Ξ
odd
m , con-
sisting of even and odd degrees, respectively. Here, given the orderm, the even- and odd-degree sequences
can be written as
Ξevenm =
{
{𝜉m,m 𝜉m+2,m 𝜉m+4,m · · · 𝜉60,m}, m even
{𝜉m+1,m 𝜉m+3,m 𝜉m+5,m · · · 𝜉60,m}, m odd
Ξoddm =
{
{𝜉m+1,m 𝜉m+3,m 𝜉m+5,m · · · 𝜉59,m}, m even
{𝜉m,m 𝜉m+2,m 𝜉m+4,m · · · 𝜉59,m}, m odd
(7)
The above sequences and stripe SHCs are implicitly indexed by the epoch t. We assume amaximum spherical
harmonic degree of 60 since that is used in GRACE SHC ﬁles produced by Center for Space Research (CSR) at
the University of Texas.
To approximate the stripe signal, Swenson and Wahr [2006] estimated coeﬃcients for a series of quadratic
polynomials for amovingwindow across similarly deﬁned sequences of GRACE SHCs. Thus, for any givenwin-
dow, the stripe noise is assumed to vary smoothly and quadratically within the window and the geophysical
signal is given by the residual SHC at the center degree of the window. The SW destriping/smoothing algo-
rithm, although quite successful, is not easily implemented within the framework of a Bayesian ﬁlter, and, as
we have discussed, it does not allow for estimation of post-destriped covariances.
The approach that we have taken in this study is to model the stripe noise at each epoch as a stochastic
process indexed by position within the sequences deﬁned by equation (7). The polynomial form of the SW
approach would suggest an autoregressive model, the simplest of which is a random walk. Thus, we model
each sequence using a random walk indexed by its position within the sequence. The submatrix consisting
of the elements of the covariance matrix Q𝜉t for each sequence above therefore has the form of a covari-
ance matrix for a randomwalk [e.g.,Williams, 2003, and references therein]. Additionally, we assume that the
covariances of the stripe signal for SHCs in diﬀerent sequences are zero.
We use a constant random-walk variance (𝜎rwm )
2 for each coeﬃcient in the sequence. Also, a non-zero variance
𝜎2l0 ,m
for the initial element in the sequence is required, since the stripe signal does not necessarily start at
zero. Here, l0 refers to the degree of the ﬁrst element in the correlated noise sequence (7). Given orderm, the
value of l0 is eitherm orm + 1 depending on the parity ofm.
SW destriping ﬁlters usually does not avoid destriping at high degrees at low orders. However, in examining
the root-mean-square (RMS) residuals after ﬁtting secular, annual and semiannual terms to each of the raw
SHCs, we observed thatmost of the coeﬃcients of loworders, including those for high degrees, contain statis-
tically signiﬁcant annual and inter-annual geophysical signals. At low orders, no obvious correlations exist in
the even and odd coeﬃcient pairs. Taking the RMS residual as ameasure of themagnitude of the stripe noise,
we assume that the SHCs of order< 9 are free from stripe noise, even for those of high degrees. Consequently,
the covariancematrixQ𝜉t only contains information about stripenoiseof order>8. Another featureweobserve
from above ﬁtting is that the increase of the RMS residual is not continuous as the SH order increases; the
order of magnitude of the RMS jumps around order 28 and also around order 40. In addition, the coeﬃcients
at the beginning of the sequences usually have larger variability than the other coeﬃcients in the sequence
(Figure 1). Thus, we increase the computed stripe noise variations by a factor of ﬁve for the ﬁrst three coeﬃ-
cients in each sequence in order to take into account large systematic errors in (near-) sectoral coeﬃcients.
This choice is based on numerical experiments in whichwe analyze the statistics of the rawGRACE SHC series.
Referring to the magnitude of the RMS residual and experimenting with a number of choices, we selected to
use the formulas listed in Table 1 to compute 𝜎2l0 ,m and 𝜎
rw
m of each orderm. The values listed in Table 1 allow
both 𝜎2l0 ,m and
(
𝜎rwm
)2
to increase with the spherical harmonic orderm. These formulas are empirical and are
based on our observation of the error characteristics in GRACE-measured SHCs. Figure 2 shows the computed
prior variance of the stripe noises (diagonal component of Q𝜉t ) using the parameters given in Table 1. Table 1
and Figure 2 do not reﬂect the factor of ﬁve variance increase for the ﬁrst three coeﬃcients described above.
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Figure 1. Stokes coeﬃcients (Clm) for orders m = 21, 22 and 23 (a) plotted for every degree and (b) plotted separately for
even and odd degrees. The coeﬃcients at the beginning of each of the odd and even sequences show large variations.
The above procedure yields approximate values for the statistical constraints of the stripe noise which are
conservative in the sense that they are probably overestimates, since the prior modeling done in these initial
tests is limited, and any unmodeled noise is interpreted as stripe noise. This approach is consistent with our
principle of attempting to eﬀectively separate stripe noise fromgeophysical signals while introducing as little
overall constraint as possible into the ﬁlter.We therefore select larger noise variances (less constrained), rather
than risk too-small (over-constrained) values, which can lead to biases.
3.2. Dynamic Gravity Model: Qg
t
The covariance matrix Qgt contains information on the temporal evolution of geophysical signals that are
detected by GRACE, including hydrological cycles, ocean mass variations, GIA, ice-mass changes and others
[Tapley et al., 2004]. To obtain the prior statistics of mass changes, we analyze the available models and obser-
vations. First, we combine predictions from the GLDAS (Global Land Data Assimilation System) land water
content model [Rodell et al., 2004] and the ECCO (Estimation of the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean)
ocean bottom pressure model [Kim et al., 2007], together with a GIA model [Geruo et al., 2013] expressed in
terms of secular mass change. In order to obtain prior information on the mass variation over Antarctica and
Greenland, we integrate the GRACE-derived monthly mass variations over Greenland and Antarctica, as few
models are available to completely account for the surface mass balance, dynamic ice loss and basal melting
Table 1. Parameters Used in the Stochastic Model for the GRACE Correlated “stripe” Noisea
m 𝜎2
l0 ,m
(𝜎rwm )
2
09 ≤ m < 28 10−24 + 10−22 × (m − 9) 10−22
28 ≤ m < 40 10−23 + 10−21 × (m − 28) 10−21
40 ≤ m ≤ 60 10−22 + 3 × 10−20 × (m − 40) 3 × 10−20
aBoth 𝜎2
l0 ,m
and (𝜎rwm )
2 are unitless.
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Figure 2. Prior variance (diagonal components of matrix Q𝜉t ) assigned to the dimensionless stripe noise. The variance
increaments by factor of 5 for the (near-) sectoral coeﬃcients are not included.
that result in varying gravity ﬁeld. We truncate the monthly mass variations predicted by the ﬁnal combined
model to degree 60 (Figure 3). Thus, we estimate the diagonal components of Qgt (i.e., variances of the SHCs
representing variations in monthly global mass distribution) by calculating the degree variance of the model
prediction [Pellinen, 1970; Rapp, 1973]
(
𝜎
g
l
)2 = 1
2l + 1
l∑
m=0
(
ΔC̄2l,m + ΔS̄
2
l,m
)
(8)
whereΔC̄l,m andΔS̄l,m are the diﬀerences between the model-derived SHCs of any two consecutive months.
At given degree l, we use the same value of
(
𝜎
g
l
)2
as the prior variance for the SHCs at all diﬀerent ordersm.
Although a variety of signals still remain unmodeled, the combined model (GLDAS, ECCO, GIA and ice mass)
estimates the dominant part of total mass redistribution variance.
Figure 3. Global surface mass anomaly up to spherical harmonic degree 60, predicted by combining the GLDAS (Global Land Data Assimilation System) land
water content model, the ECCO (Estimation of the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean) ocean bottom pressure model, the GIA model [Geruo et al., 2013] and
the mass variations over Greenland and Antarctica derived by GRACE. Mass anomalies are presented in terms of equivalent water thickness [Wahr et al., 1998].
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Wealsomake the assumption that the SHCs are uncorrelatedwith eachother, so thematrixQgt is diagonal. This
assumption does not reﬂect the spatial correlation of signals, and we will incorporate constraints for spatial
correlations in a future study.
To examine the sensitivity of the stochastic ﬁlter to changes in the apriorimatrixQgt , we perform analyseswith
modiﬁed values. Whenwe decreased the apriori covariance ofmass variation by factor of 4, we found an RMS
diﬀerence of 8.4 mm (i.e., an 18% change) in mass estimate, and 5 mm (5%) in the 1-𝜎 uncertainty estimate.
If we increase the covariance by factor of 4 instead, the RMS diﬀerence is 7.9 mm (17%) in mass estimate and
14.3 mm (16%) in the uncertainty estimate. Thus, it is not necessary to have a highly accurate model for Qgt
that includes all small-scale contributions to the a priori covariance, such as those associated with the high
mountain glaciers, inland seas and great earthquakes.
3.3. Observational Error Model: Rt
The formal errors for the monthly gravity SHCs generated by the GRACE data center are a reasonable choice
to describe the observational white noise associated with estimated SHCs, since they are based on propaga-
tion of the “noise-only” covariances [Tapley et al., 2005]. We use the GRACE RL05 full formal error covariance,
provided by CSR, to build Rt for all RL05 monthly solutions.
Because only the diagonal components of the formal error covariancematrix are publicly accessible to GRACE
Level-2 data users, and the full covariance matrices require a large amount of memory (105 Mb each and
12G for a decade) and increase computation time, we also test the feasibility of building a simpliﬁed diag-
onal matrix Rt by using these publicly available diagonal components. Based on tests we performed, using
a diagonal Rt instead of the full covariance matrix does not alter the results signiﬁcantly. Use of diagonal Rt
does, however, dramatically expedite the computation by avoiding the inversion of a full matrix. Therefore,
in practice, it is justiﬁed to only use a diagonal matrix Rt to describe the observational white noise when the
stochastic ﬁlter is applied.
As mentioned in section 3.1, observational white noise is assumed to be the only error source for the Stokes
coeﬃcients with m < 9. By ﬁtting and removing constant, annual, semi-annual and secular terms from the
118monthly values of Stokes coeﬃcients withm < 9, we found the GRACE formal errors of these coeﬃcients
likely underestimate the actual error if we assume the residuals are due entirely to observational errors. Thus,
we used the RMS residuals to calculate the variance of observational white noise in these coeﬃcients. This
procedure likely overestimates the errors sincemass variabilities on temporal scales other than purely annual
and semi-annual exist [Davis et al., 2012].
4. Results
In this section, we apply the stochastic ﬁlter to GRACE RL05 Level-2 monthly gravitational ﬁeld solutions
produced by CSR at the University of Texas [Bettadpur and the CSR Level-2 Team, 2012]. The reference ﬁeld
subtracted from the GRACEmonthly solutions in our stochastic ﬁlter processing is the GRACE GGM03S (up to
degree 60), which is based on the analysis of four years of GRACE in-ﬂight data between January 2003 and
December 2006. The results are then compared with those estimated by using the destriping and smoothing
procedures described by SW.
4.1. Global Monthly Solutions
Figure 4 shows the estimated geophysical signal (surface mass) by applying the stochastic ﬁlter to GRACE
RL05 solutions, while Figure 5 shows estimated stripe noise. As is common, we express the change in terms of
equivalent water height [Wahr et al., 1998] throughout this article despite the fact that GRACE-derived grav-
itational changes contain additional signals such as GIA and earthquake deformations. To compare with the
GRACE Tellus solutions under the same time reference (see below), the mass anomalies shown in Figure 4 are
relative to the mean of the twelve monthly solutions in 2004. The estimates in Figure 4 have not been spa-
tially smoothedby convolutionwith aGaussian ﬁlter, although suppression of high-degree signal seems to be
innate to the ﬁlter design. Examination of Figure 4 reveals that the stochastic ﬁlter successfully removes most
of thenorth-south stripes from the rawGRACEﬁelds, and successfully preserves truegeophysical signals, even
without applying the Gaussian spatial smoothing. Seasonal mass variations associated with the hydrological
cycle are observed in regions such as the Amazon Basin, the Congo Basin, South Asia, and Northern Australia.
In addition, the secular trends in mass changes are apparent over the regions of Antarctica, Greenland and
Alaska that are experiencing long-term ice mass loss.
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Figure 4. Monthly surface mass anomalies for 2005 from the stochastic ﬁlter, using GRACE RL05 Level-2 monthly gravitational ﬁelds produced by CSR. No spatial
smoothing has been applied.
For comparison with the SW method, we downloaded GRACE-estimated monthly mass changes from the
JPL GRACE Tellus website (http://grace.jpl.nasa.gov/data/gracemonthlymassgridsoverview/). These monthly
mass changes are estimated by applying the destripingmethod described in SwensonandWahr [2006] to CSR
RL05monthly GRACEdata. Over land, a 300 km-wideGaussian ﬁlter has been applied to the data after destrip-
ing, and a GIA correction has been applied. Over the oceans, a Gaussian ﬁlter with a half-width of 500 km has
been applied, and the data are truncated at spherical harmonic degree 40. In addition, a leakage correction
procedure has been applied in order to reduce the land signal leakage onto ocean signal. The mass anomaly
Figure 5. Monthly stripe noise estimates for 2005 from the stochastic ﬁlter, using GRACE RL05 Level-2 monthly gravitational ﬁelds produced by CSR.
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Figure 6. Monthly surface mass anomalies for 2005 from GRACE Tellus website (http://grace.jpl.nasa.gov). The monthly GRACE ﬁelds are processed based on the
SW destriping procedure described in Swenson and Wahr [2006], followed by spatial smoothing using a 300 km wide Gaussian ﬁlter over land, and a 500 km wide
Gaussian ﬁlter as well as the truncation up to degree 40 over ocean. Leakage correction has been applied to suppress the leakage of land signals into oceans. The
GIA signals, which were removed in the GRACE Tellus processing, have been added back.
over ocean is relative to the time average from January 2005 to December 2010, while themass anomaly over
land is relative to the mean over January 2004 to December 2009. Therefore, we ﬁrst unify the reference ﬁeld
for both land and ocean so that the GRACE Tellus mass anomalies are relative to the global mean of 2004.
In order to compare with our stochastic ﬁlter result, we add the GIA corrections that have been applied to
both land and ocean back to the GRACE Tellus monthly mass-change estimates [Geruo et al., 2013]. Figure 6
shows the GRACE Tellus solutions (with the GIA model added back) for 2005. By comparing Figures 4 and 6,
we can see that the stochastic approach and the SW destriping/smoothing technique both diminish the
systematic stripe noise from the monthly ﬁelds, and yield mass-change estimates consistent with those
predicted by combining GLDAS, ECCO, and GIA models (Figure 3). The diﬀerence between estimates from
our stochastic ﬁlter and the GRACE Tellus solution could result from the errors in either or both sets of solu-
tions, and also from the Gaussian smoothing, spherical harmonic truncation and the leakage correction that
have been applied during the GRACE Tellus processing. Despite these issues, we compare to the GRACE Tellus
solutions because they provide estimates independent of our analysis.
Remanent stripe features can be seen in the results from both methods. In the stochastic ﬁlter technique
we assume the stripe noises are temporally independent, and only the gravity signals are correlated in time.
Remanent stripe features in the mass changes estimated using the stochastic ﬁlter (Figure 4) indicate that
temporal correlations may also exist among stripe features. An obvious characteristic in Figure 6 is that more
remanent north-south stripe features exist over the equatorial region than at mid and high latitudes. The SW
destriping procedures ﬁt a polynomial to a sequence of coeﬃcients of a given spherical harmonic order, and
remove the ﬁttedpolynomial from theoriginal coeﬃcients. However, as canbeen seen in Figure 1, the sectoral
and near-sectoral coeﬃcients (i.e., the several coeﬃcients at the beginning of the coeﬃcient sequence to
be ﬁtted) generally carry large errors. These errors cannot be eﬀectively modeled by a polynomial due to
their large variations. Consequently, relatively large errors still remain in these (near-)sectoral coeﬃcients after
destriping, leading to noisier equatorial estimates. By allowing larger variance for the stripe noises in these
coeﬃcients (as discussed in section 3.1), our stochastic ﬁlter takes into account these (near-)sectoral errors.
Compared to theGRACE Tellus solutions in Figure 6, themonthlymass changes derived by our stochastic ﬁlter
(Figure4) showmore small-scale features, or largerhigh-frequency components that could reﬂect either signal
or noise (or both). Several known factors could contribute to these features: First, no spatial smoothing ﬁlter of
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Figure 7. (a) Uncertainty (1-𝜎) of the surface mass anomaly for May 2005 from the stochastic ﬁlter. No spatial Gaussian
smoothing has been applied. (b) Estimated uncertainty after applying Gaussian smoothing of width 300 km.
(c) Same as (b), except a smoothing width of 750 km.
any type has been applied in the stochastic ﬁlter, while the Gaussian ﬁlter and spherical harmonic truncation
have been applied in the SW destriping/smoothing procedure; Second, in the dynamic gravity model for the
stochastic ﬁlter, we used the temporal correlations in the gravity signal but have not, in this study, taken into
account the obvious spatial correlation.
A distinctive advantage of the new technique in this study is that we are able to estimate uncertainties for
the surface mass estimated by GRACE using a Bayesian framework. Figure 7a shows estimated uncertainties
for the mass anomalies in Figure 4 derived by our stochastic ﬁlter. Here, we show the uncertainty estimate in
May 2005 as an example. It is clear that the estimated uncertainties increase toward the equator. The solution
in May 2005 has aminimum uncertainty of 1.7 cm around the poles and amaximum uncertainty of∼10.5 cm
around the equator. The ability to estimate uncertainties for the solutions is a notable advantage of using this
Bayesian technique. Care must be taken in interpreting the error ﬁeld of Figure 7a, however, since the degree
of spatial coherence (correlation) of the errors cannot be discerned fromvisual inspection of the plot. Detailed
discussion of the error correlations can be found in section 4.4.
Errors in GRACE-estimated mass change depend on latitude and smoothing radius [Wahr et al., 2006].
Although the uncertainty estimates shown in Figure 7a may at ﬁrst appear too large compared to those of
Wahr et al. [2006] (for example), they are associatedwith our destriped ﬁeld that has had noGaussian smooth-
ing applied. The uncertainties shown in Figure 7a allow the statistically rigorous error propagation in the
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Figure 8. The secular trend (a and b) and annual amplitude (c and d) ﬁtted from the stochastic ﬁlter estimate (a and c)
and the GRACE Tellus solution (b and d). The period for the least square ﬁtting spans from July 2003 to April 2013.
further computations of Gaussian smoothing or regional averages. Figures 7b and 7c show the estimated
uncertainties when we apply the 300 km and 750 km Gaussian smoothing to the stochastic ﬁlter estimates,
respectively. The uncertainty magnitudes vary from ∼0.5 cm around the poles to ∼4.4 cm over the equator
in the case of 300 km Gaussian smoothing (Figure 7b), and from ∼0.2 cm to ∼1.0 cm in the case of 750 km
smoothing (Figure 7c). By analyzing the earlier release of GRACE gravity ﬁeld solutions consisting of SHCs up
to degree and order 120,Wahr et al. [2006] conclude that, for 750 kmGaussian smoothing, the uncertainties in
the GRACEmass estimates (averaged over 22months) vary from∼0.8 cm near poles to∼2.8 cm near equator.
Thus, when the ﬁelds are smoothed, the uncertainty estimates from our stochastic ﬁlter are more consistent
with those ofWahr et al. [2006], although the stochastic ﬁlter estimates are smaller.
Over the oceans, the stochastic ﬁlter estimates more small-scale features than the SW-plus-smoothing
method. The smoother estimate over the oceans in theGRACE Tellus solutions are attributable to the spherical
harmonic truncation up to degree 40, the Gaussian smoothing (radius of 500 km) and the leakage correc-
tion that have been applied to estimate the ocean signals. The 500km wide Gaussian smoothing is selected
by the GRACE Tellus processing because it yields the best ﬁt to the combination of altimetry and Argo data
[Chambers and Bonin, 2012]. Because in current study we implement the stochastic ﬁlter in the spherical har-
monic domain, the high-frequency signals over the oceans reﬂect the inevitable correlation between ocean
and land in the spherical harmonic representation, and the globally consistent spatial resolution produced
by our current stochastic ﬁlter. Therefore, further Gaussian smoothingmight be useful if mass variations over
oceans are studied. When the stochastic-ﬁltered estimates are used for speciﬁc studies, the statistically rigor-
ous estimate of the uncertainty, as shown in Figure 7, is important for estimating the mass variation. It allows
the rigorous evaluation of the destriping impact on the GRACE estimate, and therefore proper weighting of
the GRACE data for the speciﬁc application.
4.2. Secular Trend and Annual Amplitude
In Figure 8 we compare interannual signals and annual amplitudes for the stochastic ﬁlter and GRACE
Tellus estimates. Both solutions show signiﬁcant secular trends (Figures 8a and 8b) over regions such as
Hudson Bay and Fennoscandia (which are associated with GIA), and over areas like Greenland, Antarctica,
Alaska and Patagonia (reﬂecting mainly ice mass variations). Figures 8c and 8d also show similar annual
amplitudes resulting from periodic terrestrial water storage variations over the Amazon Basin, Congo Basin,
Southeast Asia, Northern Australia, Siberian Plain, and Canadian Coastal Mountains areas.
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Figure 9. The secular trend in the terrestrial water storage variations over the United State derived from (a) the
stochastic ﬁlter and (b) GRACE Tellus solution by ﬁtting the estimates from July 2003 to April 2013.
Secular trends ﬁtted from the stochastic ﬁlter estimates (Figure 8a) are of greater magnitudes than the trend
values in the GRACE Tellus solution (Figure 8b). The SWdestriping and smoothing procedures adopted by the
GRACE Tellus processing cause mass signal attenuation at small spatial scales [Landerer and Swenson, 2012].
AlthoughGRACETellusprovidesgridded scaling factors over land to restore themass signal attenuation, these
scaling factors are not suitable for restoring long-term trend signals, because they are derived by applying the
same SW destriping/smoothing to a terrestrial hydrology model, which is subject to substantial uncertainty
in the secular trend [Landerer and Swenson, 2012]. The eﬀect of signal attenuation is illustrated by Figure 9,
which compares the trends in the terrestrial water storage variation over the United States derived from the
stochastic ﬁlter and GRACE Tellus. Although both techniques are inevitably subject to signal attenuation, the
stochastic ﬁlter (Figure 9a) eﬀectively localizes the draught signals in California and Texas [Watkins et al., 2015],
while these draught-induced features are smeared together over a broader area in the GRACE Tellus results
(Figure 9b). The secular signals over this region as estimated by the stochastic ﬁlter (Figure 9a) share many of
the same features with the JPL RL05Mmascon solution in both spatial pattern and magnitude [see Figure 13
inWatkins et al., 2015], although they are not exactly the same. Lower spatial resolution leads to smaller mag-
nitudes in the secular trend. This would explain why the stochastic ﬁlter estimates larger secular trend than
that from the GRACE Tellus as shown in Figure 8. More examples can be found in section 4.4.
Over oceans, the stochastic ﬁlter (Figure 8c) estimates noisier annual amplitudes than the GRACE Tellus
solution (Figure 8d). It should be due to the truncation (above SH degree of 40) and the 500 km Gaussian
smoothing applied in the GRACE Tellus solution. An obvious feature in the secular trend estimate by the
stochastic ﬁlter (Figure 8a) is the east-west “stripes” in the oceans, such as over the west coast of Antarctica,
the western Paciﬁc Ocean, and the southern Indian Ocean. This suggests that the stripe noise model in the
stochastic ﬁlter may not completely model the systematic errors in the GRACEmonthly gravity solution. Also,
it would indicate the existence of temporal correlations in theGRACE systematic error, because these horizon-
tal “stripes” show up in the secular trend estimate. We leave to future study this issue of temporal correlated
systematic error.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the mass changes over the Amazon basin for June 2005 estimated by (a) the stochastic ﬁlter
and (b) GRACE Tellus data (SW destriping). (c) The correlation coeﬃcients of mass estimates between a location in the
middle of Amazon basin (60.4∘W, 12∘S) and its surrounding locations, estimated by the stochastic ﬁlter.
4.3. Single-Month Comparison
For a more detailed comparison of the spatial resolution of these two destriping techniques, we examine the
estimated mass changes over the Amazon Basin for a single month (June 2005). As the least-squares ﬁtting
for secular trends and seasonal amplitudes acts as an additional low-pass ﬁlter, this “single-month” compar-
ison better reﬂects the destriping eﬀectiveness of the stochastic ﬁlter. Figures 10a and 10b show the mass
changes for June 2005 over the Amazon basin estimated by the diﬀerent approaches. Both the stochastic ﬁl-
ter (Figure 10a) and the SW destriping/smoothing (Figure 10b) estimate signiﬁcant positive mass anomalies
in the northern basin, and negative signals in the south. The primary discrepancies are over the surround-
ing oceans, where the result of the SW method (Figure 10b) shows less spatial variations. This diﬀerence for
the oceans should result from the aforementioned smoothing/truncation processes and leakage correction
applied in the GRACE Tellus solutions. No Gaussian smoothing has been applied to the estimate from the
stochastic ﬁlter (Figure 10a).
As previously mentioned, one of the major advantages of the stochastic ﬁlter destriping technique is that it
estimates statistically rigorous covariance, which enables the evaluation of the impact of destriping on the
mass estimations using GRACE. Although the error ﬁelds of themass estimates are shown in Figure 7, another
piece of critical error information conveyed by the estimated covariance, namely the spatial correlation of the
errors, cannot be discerned from those plots. The computation of the destriping-induced spatial correlation
amongmass estimates uses the designmatrix that transforms the coeﬃcients in the SH domain to the spatial
values on a global grid. Figure 10c shows error correlations in the estimated mass between a location in the
middle of the Amazon basin (60.4∘W, 12∘S) and its surrounding locations. This result is important since it
reveals the statistical consequence of the destriping for the ﬁrst time. It demonstrates that the destriping
procedure actually results in positive correlations in the south-north direction and negative correlation in the
west-east direction of the estimated mass anomalies. The full error covariance (correlation) matrix estimated
by the stochastic ﬁlter, therefore, enables the statistically rigorous estimation of the averagemass variation at
basin scales, which will be discussed in the following section.
4.4. Average Mass Estimate at Basin Scales
Here, we compare the averagemass changes of basin scales estimated by the stochastic ﬁlter with the GRACE
Tellus solution and the mascon solution. In the results of the stochastic ﬁlter, the full spatial correlations, as
discussed in section 4.3, have been used when the basin averages are computed. This is diﬀerent frommany
previous studies that ignore the statistical impact of destriping on the mass estimation, and simply calculate
the arithmetic average of the estimates within the basins.
Figure 11 compares the average mass estimates at various spatial scales ranging from ∼100,000 km2 (Alaska
glaciers) to ∼2,000,000 km2 (Greenland), for the stochastic ﬁlter, the GRACE Tellus solution (over unglaciated
regions) and the mascon solution [Luthcke et al., 2013] (over glaciated regions). Figure 11a∼ h are ordered by
increasing area. Here, the full error covariance matrices have been taken into account when the basin aver-
ages are computed from the stochastic ﬁlter solution. As shown in Figure 11, the larger the spatial scale for
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Figure 11. Comparisons of the average mass variations over diﬀerent basins estimated by the stochastic ﬁlter (in red),
the GRACE Tellus solution (in blue) and the mascon solution (v16) [Luthcke et al., 2013] (in green). The shaded grey areas
indicate the uncertainty estimates from the stochastic ﬁlter. The plots from (a) to (h) are ordered by increasing area, and
their scales are diﬀerent.
averaging, the smaller the uncertainty magnitude estimated by the stochastic ﬁlter. For example, the esti-
mated uncertainty is∼6 cm for the average mass variation over the Alaska glaciers, compared with the value
of∼1 cmoverGreenland. (The scales of theplots arediﬀerent.) Overmajor river basins such as theBangladesh,
Congo, Amazon and lowerMississippi river basins (Figures 11c, 11e, 11g and 11f), both solutions (the stochas-
tic ﬁlter solution and the GRACE Tellus solution) show fairly consistent seasonal variations. The discrepancies
between the two solutions are mostly within the uncertainty range derived by the stochastic ﬁlter, which
would validate the error models assigned to the stochastic ﬁlter.
Over the areas experiencing long-term ice mass loss/gain which GRACE Tellus data are not suitable to study,
we compare the stochastic ﬁlter estimate with the mascon solution [Luthcke et al., 2013]. Although the com-
parisons aremade for a wide range of spatial scales, such as over the Alaska glaciers, the Amundsen sea coast,
the Kamb ice stream and the entire Greenland (Figures 11a, 11b, 11d and 11h), the stochastic ﬁlter solution
and the mascon solution are very consistent in the estimated secular variations. Since no prior information
on the Alaska glacier changes has been given at all, the consistency between the secular trends estimated by
the stochastic ﬁlter and themascon solution over Gulf of Alaska further supports the previous conclusion that
the stochastic ﬁlter does not require a very accurate prior mass variation model.
The purpose of this study is to rigorously examine the performance of this novel technique in destriping,
rather than presenting any geophysical results with regard to GRACE-estimated mass variations. To do this
will require additional considerations such as GIA and leakage corrections.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions
We developed a stochastic ﬁlter for statistically rigorous separation of geophysical signals and correlated
“stripe” noises in a series of GRACEmonthly SHC estimates. Amajor beneﬁt of the technique is that, in stochas-
tically modeling the signals and stripe noises, we are able to realize the destriping in a Bayesian framework,
and thus propagate statistically rigorous posterior covariancematrices which reﬂect the correlated noise and
the impact on the SHC uncertainties of the destriping. Gaussian smoothing is not required as the Bayesian
approach yields a natural resolution for the geophysical signal that reﬂects the statistical information on the
correlated noise. In using the estimates for studies, further constraints may be applied depending on the
application.
Applied to decade-long GRACE RL05 monthly gravity ﬁelds, the stochastic ﬁlter yields monthly surface mass
estimates comparable with the GRACE Tellus solutions in terms of spatial resolution and signal amplitude,
wherein the latter are processed using the SW destriping procedure followed by further spatial Gaus-
sian smoothing. One explanation for the diﬀerences between our result and the GRACE Tellus solution,
especially over the oceans and polar regions, would be the Gaussian smoothing and spherical harmonic
truncation applied to the GRACE Tellus solution. Over oceans, the Gaussian ﬁlter of larger smoothing radius
(500 km half-wavelength compared to 300 km over land) and the truncation to degree 40 greatly reduce the
small-scale features; while over polar regions, the radius of 300 km of the Gaussian smoothing is likely too
large to preserve the intrinsic GRACE resolution in the areas.
At basin scales, the stochastic ﬁlter and the GRACE Tellus solution estimate fairly consistent average mass
variations overmajor river basins. Over the basins where themass variations are dominated by seasonal com-
ponents, the discrepancies between the two solutions are well conﬁned within the tight uncertainty ranges
rigorously estimated by the stochastic ﬁlter, validating the estimated uncertainties and thus the error mod-
els of the stochastic ﬁlter. Over the areas undergoing continuous mass variations, such as the Alaska glacier
and the drainage basins over Antarctica, the GRACE Tellus solution probably underestimates themagnitudes
of inter-annual changes, because the stochastic ﬁlter always estimates greater secular magnitudes, which are
comparable with those from the mascon solution.
The evolving state of the GRACE ﬂight segment, including the ground track repetition, satellite thermal con-
trol, star camera outage and data rate, leads to varying errors in each monthly ﬁeld over time [Bettadpur and
theCSRLevel-2Team, 2012]. Thedecayof the solutionqualitywill bemoreobvious asGRACEcontinues tooper-
ate at the end of its mission period. Instead of the invariant stochastic model in this study designed to reﬂect
monthly GRACE correlated errors for all months, time-varying month-by-month stochastic models based on
GRACE data quality information might further improve the stochastic analysis.
There remains some common features in the stochastic ﬁlter estimates that do not seem to be actual sig-
nals, such as the east-west remanent stripes. There could be an additional constraint to be included under the
fairly realistic assumption that the gravity signals themselves are correlated spatially. To include constraints
for spatial correlations, we can conveniently adapt the stochastic ﬁlter to work in the spatial domain rather
than in the spectral domain as in this study, meaning that we could use the GRACE SH solutions to calculate
the mass variation for a global grid (e.g. mascons), and design a more realistic covariance matrix reﬂecting
proper correlations among adjacent grid points. In thisway,wewould be able to take into account the speciﬁc
characteristics of spatial correlations associated with diﬀerent regions, e.g., larger spatial correlation distance
(same eﬀect as longer Gaussian smoothing radius) for the estimation of ocean bottom pressure over oceans
[Chambers and Bonin, 2012], and smaller correlation distance for the estimation of Antarctic ice mass bal-
ance [Jacob et al., 2012]. Also, we would be able to mitigate the leakage of land signals into the ocean by
implementing zero correlation across the land-ocean boundary.
A distinct beneﬁt of the stochastic ﬁlter technique is that it enables statistically rigorous estimation of the
GRACESHCuncertainty after destriping.Hill et al. [2010] developed aBayesianmethod for combiningmultiple
data types (GRACE, GPS, tide gauge and GIA models) to estimate GIA rate ﬁelds (namely relative sea-level
change, gravity, and crustal deformation) and their associated uncertainties. The previous study [Hill et al.,
2010] did not deal withGRACE observation in a Bayesianmanner, since theGRACE SHCswere destriped based
on the SWprocedurewhich includes Gaussian smoothing, and empirical uncertainty is ascribed to the GRACE
ﬁeld after destriping. The stochastic ﬁlter developed in our current study, performing thedestripingprocess in
the Bayesian context and yielding covariances of the destriped ﬁelds, demonstrates that the Bayesianmethod
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works well even in the presence of correlated stripe noise. It would therefore be an appropriate “front-end”
for the more statistically rigorous and self-consistent modeling of seasonal and longer-term signals [Davis
et al., 2012], and statistical techniques recently developed to combineGRACE and other data for simultaneous
estimation of GIA and present-day melting signals [Hill et al., 2010].
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